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Features

Height: 44.50 cm.
Weight: 420.00 g.
Dishwasher proof No

Brand: XD Xclusive
Minimum quantity: 3 Unit(s)
Material: rpet
Capacity: 15500 ml
Length: 30.50 cm.
Width: 12.00 cm.

Printed laptop bags are one of the most effective methods of
advertising your company! With the Impact AWARE™ RPET
Basic 15.6" laptop backpack you have various options for
printing your logo or company name. This Impact collection is
made with AWARE™ Tracer. AWARE™ guarantees the use of
real recycled fabric materials and water reduction claims
through disruptive physical tracers and blockchain technology.
Save water and use real recycled fabrics. By choosing this item
you save 19 liters of water and 33 plastic bottles have been
reused. In addition, 2% of the proceeds of every Impact
product sold are donated to Water.org. This sleek AWARE™
RPET 15.6" laptop backpack offers not only the laptop
compartment but also a sleeve pocket and 2 pen loops
inside.The front pocket with zip offers space for your other
accessories.Outside and inside made of 100% recycled
polyester with AWARE™ tracer. This laptop bag is perfectly
suited for laptops measuring 15.6 inches. Would you like your
logo to be seen everywhere? A laptop bag is the ideal product
for broad exposure. Get it printed with your logo and company
name. Are you looking for a quality bag? The material of this
laptop bag is made of recycled polyethylene terephthalate. A
good choice! Do you want to make a sustainable and
responsible choice? Then choose this laptop bag that is made
with recycled polyethylene terephthalate. That way you are
consciously choosing for a better environment. The laptop bag
has a weight of 420 grams. Perfect for carrying your laptop or
iPad. Having doubts about buying a laptop bag for your staff?
get them printed with your company logo to boost internal
branding.
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Do you have a specific question or do you want more information about this
item, please call 1800 800 801.
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